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ABSTRACT

Trabecular bone has traditionally been assumed to be com-
posed of plate- and rod-like trabeculae. This paper proposes
a method to numerically evaluate the appropriateness of this
assumption. In a first step, local constancy of thickness is esti-
mated by comparing the maximum and mean diameter of the
maximum inscribed balls centered at the medial axis/surface
that includes every local point. In a second step, deviations
from null curvature at the medial axis/surface are locally mea-
sured by comparing the geodesic and Euclidean distances
from a point to its neighbors in the medial axis/surface. Fi-
nally, these two measurements are combined in order to lo-
cally estimate the compliance of the dataset with the plate-rod
model assumption. Experiments on synthetic datasets show
that the proposed measurements can be used to decide the
compliance of a 3D shape with the plate-rod model. Results
on micro computed tomography images show that the plate-
rod model is more valid for a vertebra than for a radius. Thus,
especially for the radius, measurements based on this model
should be complemented with the proposed measurements.

Index Terms— Biomedical image analysis, trabecular
bone, plate-rod model, shape classification, micro computed
tomography

1. INTRODUCTION

Osteoporosis is a medical condition in which the strength
of bones is reduced leading to an increased risk of fracture
[1]. Research in trabecular bone has been fostered by ev-
idence supporting that osteoporosis mainly affects the tra-
becular bone and that its architecture largely determines the
biomechanical properties of the bone.

Trabecular bone has traditionally been assumed to be
composed by a network of interconnected “plate-like” and
“rod-like” trabeculae whose architecture varies with the
skeletal site [2]. In this paper, this assumption will be re-
ferred to as the plate-rod model assumption. Based on this

This research has been supported by the Swedish Research Council
(VR), grant no. 2006-5670.

assumption, researchers have proposed methods for classify-
ing trabecular bone, locally and/or globally, into plate-like
and rod-like trabeculae and in order to independently esti-
mate histomorphometric parameters for each type of trabecu-
lae [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. However, the plate-rod model should be
seen as a simplification of the architecture of trabecular bone,
since real trabecular bone is not composed of ideal plates and
rods. Thus, estimations based on the plate-rod model assump-
tion need to be complemented with an evaluation of the com-
pliance of trabecular bone with this assumption. As an exam-
ple, the structure model index [3, 4] is only valid for shapes
that comply with the plate-rod model assumption, since the
same value can be obtained for very different objects when it
is applied to general shapes [9]. Despite this need, to the best
of our knowledge, measurements to test the plate-rod model
assumption have not been proposed so far.

Intuitively, plates and rods share two properties. Both
have a constant thickness and the curvature at the medial
axis/surface (MA for short) is null. Thus, the proposed mea-
sures in the next section consider deviations from these two
properties to estimate the compliance of trabecular bone with
the plate-rod model assumption.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
proposed measures for testing the plate-rod model assumption
on trabecular bone. Section 3 shows and discusses the results
of experiments conducted on synthetic datasets and images
acquired through Micro Computed Tomography (µCT). Fi-
nally, Section 4 makes some concluding remarks.

2. EVALUATION OF THE PLATE-ROD MODEL
ASSUMPTION

As already mentioned, both plates and rods are characterized
by having a constant thickness and null curvature at the MA.
Indeed, as shown in Figure 1, both conditions are necessary
to comply with the plate-rod model assumption. Thus, the
evaluation of this assumption can be divided into two steps:
the independent evaluation of these two conditions in a first
step and the combination of both evaluations into a single
measurement in a second step. The following subsections de-



Fig. 1. Left: a cone has non-constant thickness and null cur-
vature at the MA. Right: the difference between two concen-
tric hemispheres has a constant thickness and non-null curva-
ture at the MA. The MA is depicted in the middle of the two
hemispheres.

scribe these steps.

2.1. Local Constancy of Thickness

The most widely used method for estimating thickness was
proposed by Hildebrand and Rüegsegger [10]. The method
computes local thickness at every point x inside the trabecular
bone as the diameter of largest inscribed ball centered at any
point in the MA that includes x. More formally, let function
H(x) be defined as:

H(x) = {c|x ∈ Bd(c),c, c ∈ MA(T )}, (1)

where d(c) is twice the Euclidean distance transform com-
puted at point c, Bd(c),c is a ball of diameter d(c) whose cen-
ter is located at c and MA(T ) is the medial axis/surface of
the trabecular bone T . Then, local thickness at x, Th(x) is
estimated as [10]:

Th(x) = max
c∈H(x)

d(c). (2)

It is important to remark that the cardinality of H(x) is
usually larger than one. Consequently, different statistics on
the Euclidean distance of the points at H(x) can be computed
in order to be compared to the maximum. Thus, the proposed
measure of local constancy of thickness takes advantage from
the fact that the mean and the maximum only coincide at
points where local thickness is constant. Let Thm(x) be twice
the mean of the Euclidean distance transform of the points at
H(x), that is:

Thm(x) =
1

card(H(x))

∑
c∈H(x)

d(c), (3)

where card refers to the cardinality of H(x). Then, local con-
stancy of thickness can be estimated through the new pro-
posed L-measure, which is given by:

L(x) =
Thm(x)

Th(x)
. (4)

The L-measure ranges from 0 to 1, 1 representing a region
with a completely constant thickness.

2.2. Local Flatness/Straightness Estimation at the MA

Flatness of surfaces and straightness of 3D curves can be de-
fined as the degree to which a surface approximates a plane
or a 3D curve approximates a straight line, respectively. Flat-
ness or straightness can be estimated between two points, c1
and c2 belonging to the MA, by comparing the geodesic and
Euclidean distance between them. This measure becomes ei-
ther a flatness or a straightness estimate depending on whether
both points lie on a surface or on a curve respectively. Thus,
flatness or straightness between points c1 and c2, Γ(c1, c2),
can be estimated as:

Γ(c1, c2) =
dE(c1, c2)

dG(c1, c2)
, (5)

where dG and dE refer to geodesic and Euclidean distance re-
spectively. Geodesic distances can be computed using a fast
marching scheme [11] where the wave front movement is re-
stricted to the MA, while computing Euclidean distances is
trivial. Function Γ takes values equal to or smaller than one
for points lying on planes (straight lines) or curved surfaces
(curves) respectively. There are two advantages of using Γ for
testing the null curvature at the MA instead of other curvature
estimators. First, it makes unnecessary to determine the in-
trinsic local dimensionality at the MA, since it is appropriate
both for flatness and straightness estimation. Second, it can
be used in larger scales compared to other estimators such as
the mean and Gaussian curvature [12].

Let N(c1) be a neighborhood at c1. Local flatness or
straightness at a point c1 of the MA can be estimated by the
new proposed FS-measure, which is given by:

FS(c1) =
1

card(N(c1))

∑
c2∈N(c1)

Γ(c1, c2). (6)

A relevant factor to consider in the estimation of the FS-
measure is the scale. Taking into account that the scale is
related to the local thickness, N(c1) has been set in the exper-
iments of Section 3 to the points in a radius equivalent to the
local thickness at c1. In turn, the local flatness or straightness
measure can also be extended to any point x in the trabec-
ular bone by computing the FS-measure as the mean of FS-
measure for c1 ∈ H(x), where H(x) is the function defined in
(1). Similarly to the L-measure, the FS-measure also ranges
from 0 to 1, 1 representing a flat region or a straight axis.

2.3. Measure of Compliance with the Plate-Rod Model

A measurement of compliance of a shape with the plate-
rod model can be obtained through the new proposed PR-
measure, which is computed as:

PR(x) = L(x)αFS(x)β (7)



Table 1. Mean and standard deviations (in parenthesis) of L-,
FS- and PR-measures respectively for the synthetic and µCT
datasets, with α = 4 and β = 2.

Dataset L FS PR
Rod 0.99 (0.00) 0.99 (0.00) 0.98 (0.04)
Plate 1.00 (0.00) 1.00 (0.00) 0.99 (0.01)
Synthetic 1 0.99 (0.03) 0.99 (0.01) 0.94 (0.11)
Synthetic 2 0.97 (0.07) 0.99 (0.01) 0.91 (0.20)
Cone 1 0.86 (0.07) 0.99 (0.00) 0.52 (0.19)
Cone 2 0.85 (0.09) 0.99 (0.00) 0.55 (0.22)
Hemispheres 1 0.97 (0.02) 0.79 (0.06) 0.56 (0.09)
Hemispheres 2 0.97 (0.03) 0.71 (0.03) 0.45 (0.06)
Radius 0.93 (0.06) 0.92 (0.05) 0.65 (0.18)
Vertebra 0.95 (0.07) 0.96 (0.03) 0.76 (0.24)

where L and FS are the measures proposed in the previ-
ous subsections, and α and β are parameters to weight the
importance of local constancy of thickness and local flat-
ness/straightness respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experiments have been conducted on synthetic models and
images of trabecular bone acquired through µCT. For all the
experiments, segmentation has been performed, and the MA
computed as proposed in [13]. Table 1 shows the mean and
the standard deviations of L-, FS- and PR-measures for all
tested datasets computed on the entire objects.

The first experiment was conducted on a single rod and a
single plate. As expected, the L- and FS-measures are close
to one (see Table 1). The purpose of a second experiment on
the synthetic models depicted in Figure 2(a-b), referred to as
Synthetic 1 and 2 respectively in the table, was to assess the
appropriateness of the new proposed measures for images that
comply with the plate-rod model assumption. As expected,
both, L- and FS- measures are close to one for these images
(see Table 1), except for a small region around the intersec-
tions (see Figure 2). A third experiment was conducted to
compute the measures for shapes that do not comply with the
plate-rod model assumption, such as those depicted in Fig-
ure 1. In Table 1, Cone 1 and 2 refer to cones where the
height is equal to the diameter and the radius of the base re-
spectively. In turn, Hemispheres 1 and 2 refer to differences
between concentric hemispheres where the thickness is once
and twice the internal radius respectively. The L-measure is
reduced to 0.85 for Cone 2, while the FS-measure is reduced
to 0.71 for Hemispheres 2. These reductions can be used to
tune parameters α and β. For example, assuming that Cone
2 and the Hemispheres 2 are extreme scenarios, α can be set
to four and β to two, so PR will have a value close to 0.5 for
these two cases. Although other strategies can be followed
to tune these parameters, the aforementioned setting allows

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. (a-b): Lα of images Synthetic 1 and 2 respectively.
(c-d): FSβ of the same images. Red and green for the Lα- and
FSβ-measures indicate values close and far from one respec-
tively.

us to compare the µCT images with respect to these two ex-
treme cases.

Figure 3 shows a rendering and the L- and FS-measures
with their respective histograms computed for two µCT im-
ages. These images correspond to volumes of interest of a
vertebra and a radius respectively1. As seen on Figure 3 and
Table 1, the vertebra better complies with the plate-rod model
assumption than the radius since its trabeculae both have a
more constant thickness and are more flat/straight. For exam-
ple, the radius has large regions depicted in green for the FS-
measure. Furthermore, Figures 3g and 3h show larger skew-
nesses of the histograms for the vertebra than for the radius,
especially regarding the FS-measure. Although an extended
validation is required, which is out of the scope of this pa-
per, this preliminary result suggests that parameters based on
the plate-rod model assumption could be more reliable when
computed on vertebrae than on the radius. Also, the PR-
measure of the radius is closer to the values of the Cone 2 and
Hemispheres 2. That means that, especially for the radius, es-
timations based on the plate-rod model assumption need to be
complemented with the proposed measurements.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We propose a method to evaluate the plate-rod model as-
sumption of trabecular bone based on measurements of the
local constancy of thickness and the null curvature at the MA.

1We thank Prof. Osman Ratib from the Service of Nuclear Medicine of
the Geneva University Hospitals for providing the µCT data of the vertebra
and Andres Laib and Torkel Brismar for providing the µCT data of the radius.
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Fig. 3. (a-b): rendering of volumes of interest of a vertebra
(left) and a radius (right). (c-d): Lα. (e-f): FSβ . (g-h): his-
tograms of L- and FS-measures respectively for the vertebra
and radius. The same color convention of Figure 2 has been
used. The images have an isotropic resolution of 82µm and
20µm for the vertebra and radius respectively.

These two measurements are combined in order to locally es-
timate the compliance of the dataset with the plate-rod model
assumption. Experiments on synthetic datasets show that the
proposed measurement can be used to decide whether or not
a shape complies with the plate-rod model. Results on micro
computed tomography images show that the plate-rod model
is more valid for the tested vertebra than for the tested ra-
dius. Thus, preliminary results suggest that, especially for the
radius, measurements based on this model should be com-
plemented with the proposed measurements. Plans for fu-
ture research include testing trabecular bone from more skele-
tal sites, finding correlations between the proposed measure-
ments and mechanical properties of the bone and computing

these measurements in gray-scale in order to apply them to
images acquired in vivo where segmentation is not trivial.
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